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Information on published software updates  
 

Software-Version:  1.51-00 Release-Date: 01. Februar 2018 

 

Info: The version 1.51 is an intermediate version in which we have optimized structural areas in the 

"inside" of the OAX software. If version 1.50 is already installed, only the EXE file is needed. 

News 

Total Preset Live Settings 

The term Total Preset Live Settings has three features that can help you work with Total Presets. 

ATTENTION: As the name implies, these are live settings that have to be reactivated after switching 

the instrument off. 

You can reach the "Total Preset Live Settings" display by briefly pressing the "TOTAL PRESETS" 

heading. 

 

The following display appears: 

 

Operating Instructions Chapter 9.2 "Total Preset Live Settings" 
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Conversion start / stop for styles, AUDIO and MIDI 

Styles, MIDI sequences and AUDIO files sometimes failed to start and stop. This area has been 

debugged and the interface has been rebuilt to allow preloading of files. 

 
 

In the above example, the Style "8 Beat 3" is currently playing and the MIDI sequence "Stayin 'alive - 

Bee Gees" is preloaded. After the style is stopped or ended with an ending, the MIDI sequence is 

loaded and can be started immediately with Start / Stop. 

Note: Of course, there is no preloading of styles, as styles always move to the next measure. 
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9.2 Total Preset Live Setting 9.2 Total Preset Live Setting 

The term Total Preset live settings, there are three functions that can simplify your work with total presets.  

DANGER: As the name suggests, is live settings that need to be reactivated again after switching off. DANGER: As the name suggests, is live settings that need to be reactivated again after switching off. 

The display "Total Preset live settings" to access by briefly pressing once on the heading "TOTAL PRESET". 

It then displays the following screen: 

If this option is enabled, just currently selected accompaniment style, MIDI sequence or audio file including remains. 

"Frozen" sound levels. Even if you select a new total preset by a different accompaniment is actually stored, all things 

continue as usual.

Normally, the tone on all manuals and the foot pedal to be re-assigned by selecting a total presets. If the "lower manual / 

pedal hold" enabled, new Total presets only the upper manual with the timbres of the newly selected presets total occupied 

when dialing.   

The lower manual and pedal is not changed by the total preset. So you can "freeze" the "current" setting there and 

select to your heart's other Total presets.

stored in the Total presets Manual-volumes are not evaluated with the "free volume". So the volumes remain as the 

volume drawbars are currently drawn.


